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1-DON’T SAY HIS NAME (WITH SPENCER SELBY)
i never panic when they say get the hell out of here
write a response like vulnerability
nuclear is too old for me
i have to impeach a
suppository
elected in my basic hating
don’t say his name
negative
i want everything
i want to feel and
embrace the highest
order
let me imply misguided by now
it’s against my standards
the personal, art and is there
a drug for that?
he’s not our fucking father!
are you laughing at me?
at least i could express it my way
doomed; are we doomed?

2-TWO MILLION PICTURES OF REALITY
the doctor is disabled etc.
live long losing love love
making many maybe me
severe shortage of shortages
temporarily thank them
then there there thinks
this through time
wait waiting wasn’t well
when where which
who will be wiped
out
worse year years you yours
corporation cat heated
vaccine time, sham
forces
go ration july
click here for health insurance
maybe severe
long lose
indonesia
time is waiting for a chart
economics and wondrous
transitions
justice is unheated housing

book II: the lady on reflection is yours
how many?
jobs can afford accessible dole annual populations
i can be your benefits
lawyers with 2 million pictures of reality
i can get a job for 32 worse years either time
spiritual populations in dentists deposit
dignity white paper force the self long
taxes
economic and polite temporarily
dentist for time, gentle dentist for
maybe
exam and xrays, the EARTH CHANGES
there’s a shortage of shortages
average average average
EARTH CHANGES the drum

3-DONALD TRUMP IS SO UNHAPPY
donald trump is a very goal
donald trump is gettin’ jiggy wid it
donald trump is a true american
donald trump is flamboyant
donald trump is the face of
donald trump is fun to play with
donald trump is facing a grudge fight
donald trump is stealing donald trump’s business
donald trump is as shallow as a rain drop
donald trump is such a wannabe it’s not even funny
donald trump is not running for president
donald trump is very high
donald trump is fixing the intersection
donald trump is a character from the comics
donald trump does not want to shake hands with
anyone
donald trump is a golf club
donald trump is unlike gekko
donald trump is so unhappy
donald trump is highly debatable
donald trump is in the catskills
donald trump is the only person that will ever interest
donald trump
donald trump is using it
donald trump is a donald
donald trump is a good politician or not

4-DOOM PARTY
what is in a secret?
your hometown was
ridiculous
trump is 2016 doom party
trump is from queens and
he could use some sleep
sleep and slowly kill u
u are ready for
bulldozers
trump is our hand slowly killing
a thinking shadow, my favorite
line
a problem in 1969
or sleep now, my past
is like a mistake
my ridiculous life
my shadow makes
more sense
trump is a father of trees
i’m sorry, mom; a wedding
for cheating
covertly undermining u
my shadow makes a
question

5-TELL ME WHAT U KNOW
baby baby, i’m telling u that they complain to me
i tell u, u must die, i tell u so beneath a moon of
2 brown men falling hard
turn your watch upside down in bombay
in the midnight hour, tell me what u know
did u mean idiot poems?
five and half hours of time
zones
go fuck yourself, america
the first wisps of power reached her
let me cringe in your new shell
it’s easy to die in 15 hours
a reason to smile
i am a moron
i miss u she said, in a new york accent
i hurt for the good of the arsenal
just believe me
i am so big poppa e is the leader
of the new wussy boy movement
i miss u and i miss courage too
he was a good cat
winter dreams and she is probably
the most calculating person u will
ever meet
this person is a moron and i’ve been thinking

he’s been missing factual opinions
new york, new york; stop shouting
or you’ll make me deaf on top of it
just be quiet and keep your little
monologue to yourself
smile at people when they’re trying
to put u on the spot; crazy days and
nights
the whole wild world
i’m going to take a stand
and say they’re no good
never kill a boy on the first date
unless u want your prop ending
up as a duraflame log
i will melt your heart but take away
my first name and i will tear u apart
nov. 9, 2016, just go fuck yourself
you racist piggy white power pieces
of shit
i’m what they call a word person
so forgive me if i am spewing
phrases like don’t let the dog
lick your privates
the task just doesn’t come naturally to me

6-THE LAST PARADE (with spencer selby)
i am worse inside than the last parade
i am not documentation
i am a mistake
anxiety bladder, he actually takes my world
u are down a shadow; winter breaks
bullshit my fear is amazing to its self, since
itself
ira hell kitchen; i snapped at 8 am
this couldn’t sleep, remember
be my sleep
another book end or traditions
i am fucking ahead of all the
cards
4 insomniacs were overdramatic
man, even my twilight is a catastrophe
the colonoscopy was scared
baby clinic, shrink sleep
all art is ovarian cannabis
my shitty potential escapes
i terminally fear your money
shadow blood, to hell with this
your face across fucking parallels
unforbidden pleasures against
your face
abdominal woman, the kind
that don’t get out of bed
sounds voluntary

i will die counting everything
fear spreads the world between
my sauna system
fanatical hate has nothing
my diary sleeps at the fear clinic
my rational juicer is overreacting
church stress
a drug greater than a drug
pelvic death charts inspiring
the town
i am failure,dying of ideas
breast wimp, ukraine science
i am objectively happy
chateau faith, overdramatic antihistamines
the church library kills, the magnesium worried
radiation glimmer
generic ham, know your soup likes the system
the xrays were crazy, i’m done with way anymore
big bad wednesday
i’m just not the future

7-THIS TOPIC
she became a national celebrity
when she happened upon a shocking
sight
delighted viewers across the internet
also received a considerable amount
of flak
it’s animal cruelty like this topic
of chinese food
the solstice, especially the solstice
especially the holidays
like this topic of lifestyle
her career might be hectic
but her decor is incredibly
calm
like this topic of world deadly blast
this topic of learning more in 1 second
holiday shopping without the stress windows
best buy dislikes the u.s.
she was famed for standing on stones
in the hospital
your skin begins in the kardashian klan
you’re exposed to things like hair extensions
hells angels, tony bennett, payroll software

dolly parton, the walking dead, mostly cloudy
low sun, low yahoo, high low
like this topic is sponsored by tiger wood’s
daughter
what could be more interesting than knowing
everything?
like share tweet dislike after months of reported
issues
forbes likes this topic
dislike u.s.; didn’t even know hair extensions
existed when we were 4 years old, 11 facts
797 messages
9% 63% 28%, have a cup of coffee and watch the
world
like this topic of sponsored lost dog on freeway was
hiding a heartwarming
secret
trump has political sensibility
marketing directory of the winning
uterus

8-TRY NOT TO THINK
my dreams are slipping away under an unresponsive
government. command centers
are green pea soup and apple. the wall street journal
is silly in the middle east. there are thousands of pigs
to pop. it would cost an awful lot. we can diminish it by
talking of pollution. i’m angry when we have a
president again and again. hillary is in the water. it
diminishes and we go back. it’s possible to not try to
think or remember.

9-CATHOLIC EYE PARTY
there goes the meaning
rare and sensible
summer continues to have stupid joblessness
normally maurice is an irish republican
imposed time against consistent men
usa international, large failure
the power of religious police
catholic eye party
the police officers
smile at the question
afghan shrugged, hardly penetrated by
sven
inspire and inspire, one ray of imprint
citizens now, take a tuesday, radicalislam her
u are acting like litter
berlin is unpleasant?
people’s arms hold further holocaust
general secretary of the changed
decision
unemployed combat dog teams blocked nato
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